

Host John A says:
***** Continue Pharaoh Mission******
                             "Meetings"

SO Qwynn says:
:: on the bridge at science station ::

FCO Horn says:
::After kissing Mr. Williams, resumes her post at helm control::

OPS Stidd says:
::Sitting at OPS, he looks over to the captain:: CO: Sir, I have an idea but I want to see what you think, first.

Lt Wallis says:
@::Sitting in the pilots seat of the small shuttle, checking system read-outs before launch::

TO Williams says:
::After being kissed by the FCO, stands there... a bit startled... and just stands there::

CO von Krieg says:
::on the bridge, looks toward Stidd: OPS: Go ahead.

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Checks the readouts on the phase inducer transmitter::

EO DeSylvia says:
@:: Making last minute adjustments to the Phase Inducer ::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: I believe that this is a copy of our ship and if so...

Lt Wallis says:
@*Admiral K'Rust* Ready to depart sir,

SO Qwynn says:
:: listens to the conversation between OPS and the CO ::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Wallis: Looks good... ready?

TO Williams says:
::Shakes his head...:: Himself: okay... ::mumbles something else uncomprehendable, and sits back down at TAC, stil without any wits::

CO von Krieg says:
::glances at TO and then back to OPS::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: it may be too good a copy.  I would like to try running the code I got from Miss. Qwynns mind through the computer for analisys.  See if I can learn anything about it that way.

Lt Wallis says:
@*DeSylvania* Ready to go Ensign, systems read out

Host Adm K’rust says:
$ *EO/Wallis* All right gentle men, I show green for launch. coordinates for the disturbance are programed. ready?

CO von Krieg says:
OPS:A copy, eh. Where is the original, I wonder. Take the resources you need, Mr. Stidd. I assume that we still have resources.

Lt Wallis says:
@Self: Preparing Phase Inducers, powering up unit ::Wallis's hands glide across the controls as he brings the inducer online::

OPS Stidd says:
CO:I believe so, sir.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ *ADM*: Aye sir... final adjustments are complete.

Lt Wallis says:
@ *ADM* Wallis here, Systems are online and read out green, ready for launch

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Miss. Qwynn, would you assist me in keying this into the computer?

TO Williams says:
CO: Umm... sir... um.. I'm here for anything... i mean... reporting... ... sir... ::Still looks out of it, but is gaining composure::

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: Yes, sir.  :: moves to Stidd's location to help ::

Host Adm. K’rust says:
$ *EO/Wallis* Commencing launch sequence now! :: activates the shuttle bay doors ::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks to the young officer::TO:Very good, Mr. Williams. Be ready for the unexpected.

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Feels the shuttle slide up from the bay floor as he pilots it clear of the doors::

Lt Wallis says:
@*ADM* Admiral, Shuttle 2 is enroute

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: I suggest using hand held tricorders with this information rather than the 'ships' mainframe, sir.

XO_Starks (trunks001@user.acalltoduty.com-12351.s581.tnt1.lnhdc.md.dia) has joined the conversation.

Lt Wallis says:
@*ADM* Approaching proper cooridinates and preparing phase inducer

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Lets use both and compare the two readouts we get, how does that sound?

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: glides the shuttle past the bay doors ::  *ADM*: Shuttle 1 enrout.

TO Williams says:
::Wishes for something realistic or real to happen.... or to finally solve this "puzzle"::

FCO Horn says:
::Continues running diagnostics on her systems::

Lt Wallis says:
@:: Checks his read-outs, pinning the shuttle on it's suggested cooridinates he gazes up at the comm pannel::

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: I only worry that using the mainframe will 'give us away' so to speak, Lieutenant. ?

Lt Wallis says:
@*ADM* Shuttle 2 is in place and ready for Phase induction

CO von Krieg says:
::notes the TO's unease::TO: At ease, Ensign. You are too tense.  You can't anticipate the future. You can onlyu react to the present.

OPS Stidd says:
SO: At this point I understand your concerns, we will act as you suggest.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: Thank you sir.  :: removes a tricorder from her belt ::

Host Adm. K’rust says:
ACTION: The shuttles move to the specified location and begin the experiment

TO Williams says:
::Grins...:: CO: I'll be fine... I'm usally more... stable... but im feeling a bit strange today... ::glances at the FCO, when shes not looking::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: manuvers the shuttle to within its designated position :: *ADM*: Shuttle 1, ready for your order Sir.

XO Starks says:
:: walks onto bridge :: FCO: Alex, status report..

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Self: I hope this works.

CO von Krieg says:
XO:First, finally we have a tool to pry ourselves out of here. ::nods to the TO::

Lt Wallis says:
@::Engages the inducer and watches the inducer's status pannel glow, hoping the process wroks::

OPS Stidd says:
::pulls out a tricorder and begins entering the code::SO: I think we can double check ourselvse by using 2 tricorders.

FCO Horn says:
XO: All systems seem to be working properly sir

Lt Wallis says:
@*ADM* Inducer is running, 100%, just waiting for results...

XO Starks says:
CO: that is good nwes sir

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: Agreed. 

XO Starks says:
CO: what's our next step invole sir?

SO Qwynn says:
:: waits for OPS to enter the code so she can copy it into her tricorder as well ::

CO von Krieg says:
XO: The best in a while. If we can achieve control of this simulation I want maximum seperation from it.

Host Adm. K’rust says:
$ Com: Shuttles: I'm begining to sweep the band now, maintain position...

XO Starks says:
CO: roger that sir

Lt Wallis says:
@ Com: Shuttle 1: How you doing over there Ensign?

OPS Stidd says:
::Completes the entry::SO: you may copy it now, but I suggest you manually enter it for protection.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ *ADM*: Aye sir. COM: *Shuttle 2*: Hanging on... I don't know if this is doing anything.

Host Adm. K’rust says:
ACTION: as the Phase frequency is adjusted the field flares and a football shaped opject shimmers into view

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: I'll enter it here as you enter it there, manually, yes.

Host Adm. K’rust says:
<object

Lt Wallis says:
@ Com: Shuttle 1: Well you just got your answer...

Lt Wallis says:
@ Com: Pharoah: Admiral, are you getting the same objects on sensors as I am?

OPS Stidd says:
::Awaits SO's completion::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Self: What is that? COM: Shuttle 2: Tell me I'm not seeing things.

Host Adm. K’rust says:
$COM: Yes I read it... hold your position... I'll have you transported off, I'm not loosing anyone else...

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: I'm finished here, Lieutenant.

Lt Wallis says:
@ ::confirms his readings and begins passive scans of the object::

Host Adm. K’rust says:
<shuttles>

OPS Stidd says:
SO: I have something of a personal question for you, if you dont mind?

Lt Wallis says:
@ Com: Pharoah: Sir I have a suggestion, we keep our space, we know they have a probe that works in this phase variance but we don't, once a torpedoe slips out of the phase bubble, it won't be able to interact with the alien vessel

OPS Stidd says:
::Begins analysis of the data::

CO von Krieg says:
::taps on his command console to get an overview of the "ship's" operational status::

XO Starks says:
:: wanting to feel useful I move to ENG station and begin to try to re cailibrate the SRS::

Host Adm. K’rust says:
ACTION: AS the rescuers begin to examine the object it flares with a bright sweeping beam, engulfing the shuttles....

EO DeSylvia says:
@ ::checks phase varient of object ::

Lt Wallis says:
@ ::sees the beam:: Self: And this would be a bad thing...

Lt Wallis says:
@ :: is blinded by the light, comes to his senses and notices the object is gone, with only the pharoah present::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ COM: Pharaoh: Admiral, We have a problem.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: Actually, yes I have.  I am as yet a novice though.

XO Starks says:
ALL: I 've got 2 shuttles on SRS!!

CO von Krieg says:
::contact alarms briefly sound::

Lt Wallis says:
@ Self: I'm not in Kansas anymore...

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Confirmed. I am reading them too

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Report!

XO Starks says:
ALL:...1 life form on each

Lt Wallis says:
@ Com: Shuttle 1: Ensign are you OK?

SO Qwynn says:
:: checks science readings ::

XO Starks says:
CO: they just appeared our of no where sir

TO Williams says:
Stidd: I'm picking them up too...

EO DeSylvia says:
@ COM: Shuttle 2: I'm okay... but I don't know about the Admiral... he's not responding.

OPS Stidd says:
::Studies the science readings looking for energy signature and lifesigns::

TO Williams says:
CO: They are federation shuttles...

CO von Krieg says:
::leans forward and grins grimly::All:The crack in the door.

XO Starks says:
TO: can you hail them LT?

Lt. Wallis says:
Com: Pharaoh: Admiral, are you with us?

FCO Horn says:
XO: Can we transport the people over?

TO Williams says:
CO: Should I hail them?

CO von Krieg says:
::nods yes to TO::

XO Starks says:
:: hears COM :: Self: Admiral?

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: Hails the Pharaoh ::

SO Qwynn says:
CO: Acknowledged Captain, one life sign aboard each shuttle.  :: returns to the tricorder :: OPS: this is definitely some type of pass code

XO Starks says:
FCO: looks like we could but I don't know if we can trust the Transporters

Lt. Wallis says:
Com: Pharaoh: This is Lt. Wallis, calling any Starfleet officer aboard the Pharaoh...

EO DeSylvia says:
@ COM: Pharaoh: Is there anyone on board?

TO Williams says:
::Looks at the XO:: XO: I can try... ::Notices his screen flashing...:: CO: They are hailing us, putting it on screen...

CO von Krieg says:
COMM: Shuttle One: This is Captain von Krieg. Please identify yourself.

XO Starks says:
:: looks at the screen ::

TO Williams says:
::Looks up, looking at the view screen...:::

EO DeSylvia says:
COM: Pharaoh: CO: This is Ensign Kyle DeSylvia assigned to the USS Pharaoh as EO... how can you be alive?

Lt. Wallis says:
Com: Pharaoh: Captain Von Krieg... we haven't been introduced, I'm part of the relief team come to rescue you... or you can rescue us

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Let me see what you have so far?

XO Starks says:
Self: the hell?

XO Starks says:
SO: could this be another illusion?

SO Qwynn says:
:: hands the tricorder to Stidd ::

FCO Horn says:
Self:: Rescue them

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Thinks: I'm having a nervous break down... that’s it a break down ::

CO von Krieg says:
COM: Shuttle One /Two: How can we be dead? What is your status?

TO Williams says:
::Scans the shuttles again...:: XO: They seem to be there in all real  ways known....

SO Qwynn says:
:: turns around :: XO: Anything is possible.  I sense their emotions, hear their thoughts, I'd have to say it's not an illusion

XO Starks says:
:: nods at TO/SO ::

Lt. Wallis says:
COM: Pharaoh: CO: We believe you are existing...we are existing in another domain, we're not sure how, we can explain in greater detail when we come aboard

Host Adm. K’rust says:
ACTION: The shuttles hang in space next to the Pharaoh, While in K'rusts view the hang beside an alien probe...

OPS Stidd says:
::Examines the data:: SO: Did you have this tricorder with you when we started this "funhouse ride"?

FCO Horn says:
All: I guess they got stuck in the same spiders web

EO DeSylvia says:
COM: Pharaoh: CO: I saw your bodies... as lifeless as tri-polymer... I'm fine... cause if your here... I must be dead to.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: Yes, sir, I've had it on my belt all day.

TO Williams says:
::Grins...:: Himself: Were not dead yet... i hope...

Lt. Wallis says:
COM: Pharaoh: CO: I believe there is scientific explanation, but I rather address you in person

XO Starks says:
CO: I recommend we have the pods dock with us sir, can't trust the transporters

CO von Krieg says:
All: If they are here, their systems are as useless as ours. They have knowledge, however, XO: First, bring them aboard if possible.

TO Williams says:
::Nods at the XO:: CO: I also agree with the XO, sir.

OPS Stidd says:
SO: This was the acid test I needed. CO: We cannot trust the equipment we got after the initial probe contact.

XO Starks says:
TO: tractor them to shuttle pod bay 1 & 2

XO Starks says:
FCO: bring us up as close as you can

TO Williams says:
::nods at the XO:: XO: Aye sir...

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: But we can trust this one?

FCO Horn says:
XO: Yes sir ::Moves the ship in closer::

XO Starks says:
CO: I'll be heading down to Deck 3 to great our guest sir

CO von Krieg says:
::nods to XO::

XO Starks says:
:: walks off bridge ::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Feels tractor lock and decides not to fly this one in ::

TO Williams says:
COM: Shuttles 1 & 2: Prepare for tractor beam and for landing procedures in docking bays...

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Yes, your data has the date tag on it that all tricorders are programmed to place on data strings, mine does not.

Lt Wallis says:
:: notices the Pharaoh tractoring his vessel... and is a little concerned as not to the use of transporters::

TO Williams says:
::Leads the tractor beam into the Docking bays::

SO Qwynn says:
:: raises her eyebrows ::  OPS: Interesting

OPS Stidd says:
SO: We will use your tricorder and begin working on a counter program.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: A virus?

Host Adm. K’rust says:
ACTION: The doors won't open, but the shuttles pass through them and land safely

XO Starks says:
:: exit's TL on deck 4 an moves to meet the incoming shuttle pod pilots::

Lt Wallis says:
:: Views that the shuttle just passed through appearingly solid doors::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: self: yep... this is normal ::

TO Williams says:
CO: Weird... the shuttle bay doors didn't open, but the shuttles passed through them, unharmed

XO Starks says:
:: see the shuttles come "through the deck:: Self: what the hell is going on here?

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Of a sorts, but more of an override command.

Lt Wallis says:
Com: Shuttle 1: Don't exit your vessel, if the doors aren't real... then the ship might not be... which means walking into a vacuum

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: I see.

XO Starks says:
:: holds up arm and looks at it.. we'll I'm not dead so I guess there must be a force field in place

CO von Krieg says:
TO: The unexpected.  Apparently this program is not so well crafted. OPS: Mr. Stidd, when will you effect a solution?

SO Qwynn says:
:: working on how to override the code ::

Lt Wallis says:
Com: Pharaoh: We just passed through an appearingly solid door... explanation?

SO Qwynn says:
:: notices a pattern ::  OPS: See this  :: points to the tricorder screen ::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: I estimate about 5 minutes to formulate the code and another 10 to institute it.

XO Starks says:
*OPS* bring the shuttle lifts to rest on the deck 2 hanger aft bays::

XO Starks says:
:: moves up TL to deck 3::

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: There's our hole.

Lt Wallis says:
:: sits tight, nothing seems to make sense in this place::

OPS Stidd says:
::Looks at the tricorder:: SO: I agree.  Very good, now to exploit it.

FCO Horn says:
::Monitors all the activity on her panels::

XO Starks says:
:: taps com badge :: *Shuttle pods* you okay guys it's safe to come out

SO Qwynn says:
:: hears the command from the XO and presses the appropriate buttons for OPS ::

OPS Stidd says:
*XO*: Aye sir:: Complies with the order then returns to the programming::

Lt Wallis says:
*XO* Sir, we just passed through a solid door... what's keeping the vacuum of space from killing us the moment we pass through the door..

CO von Krieg says:
::rises from the command chair::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: opens hatch, holds breath ready for Explosive Decompression ::

XO Starks says:
:: waves:: *shuttlepods* I'm alive aren't I?

Lt Wallis says:
*XO* How do we know that any of this is real... how do we know that you are real?

CO von Krieg says:
::moves over to OPS/SO::OPS/SO: Excellent work.

Lt Wallis says:
:: checks his console and notices that apparently the EO has left his shuttlepod... in one piece::

TO Williams says:
::Whispers to the FCO:: FCO: Fun, eh?

XO Starks says:
*Wallis* just looks at your friend, he's fine

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Thank you sir.  SO: Are we ready for the activation?

SO Qwynn says:
:: nods her head deep in thought :: CO: Thank you sir.  

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Opens eyes, looks around ::  XO: Looks safe.

Lt Wallis says:
*XO* I'm taking a leap of faith here... not exactly how I wanted to start our new relationship

SO Qwynn says:
:: looks up at Stidd :: OPS: I think we've got it, yes.  

Lt Wallis says:
:: Steps to the door, and keys it open, steps outside::

CO von Krieg says:
::stretches his stiff leg::

OPS Stidd says:
SO: I concur. CO: Ready on your mark, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
OPS?SO: Execute.

Lt Wallis says:
:: stomps a few times to make sure the deck is solid then looks up at the XO::

XO Starks says:
Wallis/DeSylvia: there is a lot that doesn't make sense here but none of it has killed us yet. I'm first officer James Starks. I believe the Captain is waiting for us on the bridge

SO Qwynn says:
:: holds the tricorder toward OPS to press the execute button ::

EO DeSylvia says:
XO: I still don't believe this.

Lt Wallis says:
XO: Then we best be on our ways to the bridge, you can lead the way

XO Starks says:
EO: believe later, move now

FCO Horn says:
::Hears the conversation and holds breath::

XO Starks says:
:: walks to TL::

OPS Stidd says:
::Executes the program::

EO DeSylvia says:
::follows XO::

XO Starks says:
TL: Deck 1::

EO DeSylvia says:
XO: So lets see... what have you discovered?

Lt Wallis says:
:: follows the XO::

Host Adm. K’rust says:
ACTION: The bright blinding flash start when fades as it reaches the scan range of the tri-corder

CO von Krieg says:
::shields eyes::

XO Starks says:
:: exit's TL with Wallis and DeSylvia :: EO/Wallis: this way to the bridge, come on  ::leads way onto bridge::

TO Williams says:
::Flinches, and grimaces::

FCO Horn says:
::Closes eyes from the light::

SO Qwynn says:
:: shields eyes ::

OPS Stidd says:
::Examines the sensor readouts using his inner eyelids to shield the flash::

SO Qwynn says:
:: walks to SCI I ::

Lt Wallis says:
:: follows the XO onto the bridge::

SO Qwynn says:
:: scanning ::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: follows Wallis and XO to the Bridge ::

XO Starks says:
:: hands shielding eyes walks onto bridge :: CO: we have guests

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: What are you reading?

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Thank you, First.

Host Adm. K’rust says:
ACTION: The light returns and fades a second time,  to be seen no more

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Tell you in a second as the readings are somewhat jumbled

CO von Krieg says:
::begins to look thoughtful::

XO Starks says:
TO: what was that?

FCO Horn says:
::As light dies down, checks her systems to see if there is any change in the readings::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Comes to attention, renders a crisp salute :: CO: Ensign DeSylvia reporting for duty.

Lt Wallis says:
CO: Lt. Wallis, reporting for duty

TO Williams says:
XO: Another light flash... who knows why, or what.... ask the SO, she should know...

XO Starks says:
:: nods to TO, but sees that the SO is busy.. I move to the ENG station to see what I can see::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at the EO and CIV: Thank you, gentlemen. The situation is less than optimal now. Be ready to assume your stations, please.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: The tricorder seems to have an effective range of approximately 5 meters

XO Starks says:
Wallis: take Damage control  ::points to station next to ENG::

TO Williams says:
XO: I believe the counter-measure program Stidd ran, is working... my threory on what is happening.

EO DeSylvia says:
CO: Aye.

XO Starks says:
EO: DeSylvia, man the ENG station

SO Qwynn says:
All: So the bridge is safe from the Phantom Reset, but not this entire ship.

XO Starks says:
:: stands from ENG station for DeSylvia

XO Starks says:
::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: Moves to ENG and checks readouts ::

CO von Krieg says:
OPS: Can this counter program run through one tricorder?

OPS Stidd says:
SO: We need to scan the entire ship but it looks like our program worked.

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Yes sir, it can.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: If others had a tricorder on their person the first time we were scanned, we might be able to effect a 'web' 

XO Starks says:
SO: does this mean that the bridge is back in our own dimension?

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: That may increase the effective range

CO von Krieg says:
::Looks interested::

XO Starks says:
SO: DeSylvia and Wallis have tricorders on them from their shuttles

Lt Wallis says:
:: Overhears the SO, checks his belt for his tricorder and finds it, counts his "lucky stars"::

SO Qwynn says:
XO: dimension or out of range of the effects of the Phantom Reset, if we knew where we truly were, I could answer that more accurately sir.

OPS Stidd says:
SO: That is a logical assumption, and even the tricorder I just used as it should now be alright.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Commander, I believe that it is time that we stepped outside the confines of the system.

EO DeSylvia says:
SO: I'm not sure if its relevant... but the warp core on the Pharaoh... in "real" space was producing some Phase variants.

XO Starks says:
::nods at EO:: EO: do you still have your tricorder on you from your shuttle?

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: True, even your should work correctly now as long as it's within range of this one

Lt Wallis says:
XO/SO: Would you like to hear exactly how we got here?

EO DeSylvia says:
XO: Here sir. :: hands XO his tricorder ::

FCO Horn says:
::Sits and listens to the conversation going on and feels frustrated that she can't contribute the the situation::

XO Starks says:
:: tapping buttons on AUX console:: Wallis: by all means

SO Qwynn says:
:: Turns to listen to Lieutenant Wallis ::  LT: please, sir.

Lt Wallis says:
XO/SO: When we arrived on the "real" pharaoh the phase variance was detected, so 2 shuttles were armed with phase inducers

TO Williams says:
::Sits back and notices that Alex looks frustrated, so he goes and nods to her and smiles::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at the TO and nods back::

XO Starks says:
:: listening to Wallis while opening a supply locker and distributing tricorders to the bridge crew::

Lt Wallis says:
XO/SO: We created a phase induction large enough, that the "real" pharaoh, and our shuttles existed in this domain, or the one that the alien vessel existed in

SO Qwynn says:
:: listens to Wallis as she enters the code into more tricorders provided by the XO and crew ::

OPS Stidd says:
SO: Begin downloading the program into as many tricorders as you can find.

Lt Wallis says:
XO/SO: Unfortunately a few moments after we saw the alien vessel, the beam hit us, and here we are

XO Starks says:
Wallis:. .just like us..

SO Qwynn says:
:: thinks of this phase variance puzzle piece as she works on the tricorders ::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks thoughtful for a moment:: XO: Commander Starks, you have the bridge. ::limps over to him::

Lt Wallis says:
XO/SO: Have you tried to make contact with our... captors of sorts, they are probably just observing us, curiously

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: I've got 3 programmed now.  :: hands them to Stidd ::

TO Williams says:
::Is somewhat disappointed at Alex's lack of response, but does not show it::

EO DeSylvia says:
:: looks as if preoccupied ::

CO von Krieg says:
XO: We need to know what is outside the vessel. That is where I'm going.

OPS Stidd says:
::Takes them and continues to contemplate the phase variance problem in terms of quantum particle theories he taught ::

XO Starks says:
:: surprised :: CO: YOUR going sir?!

XO Starks says:
CO: you can't sir, remember what happened to Qwynn

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at the CO in surprise at his comment about going::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: The XO is correct, let me go instead.

SO Qwynn says:
:: takes a reprogrammed tricorder towards the view port on the bridge ::

XO Starks says:
OPS: no Stidd we need you here...I'll go

CO von Krieg says:
XO: I'm not willing to sacrifice anyone on this vessel. Here, at least there is moderate safety.  You are all needed to get us home.

XO Starks says:
CO: we can't loose another CO Captain!

TO Williams says:
CO: I demand to go with you...

Lt Wallis says:
::wonders how the CO will react to "Demands"::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Permission to go. You and Mr. Stidd are not expendable. I am, sir

SO Qwynn says:
:: the view doesn't change ::

TO Williams says:
CO: As the acting chief tactical officer, it is my responsibility to defend you

CO von Krieg says:
To: I don't remember asking you Ensign.

Lt Wallis says:
CO: Sir... with all due respect this is a scientific situation, I am the CSO of the Admirals vessel, I am the most qualified

XO Starks says:
:: looks at Wallis and hates to admit he’s right::

CO: Captain, I can do this, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: No arguments this time, Jimmy ::emphasizes this time::

Host John A says:
**** Pause Mission*****


